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July 8, 2007
Yes, yes. Allow us to digress from the original
assertion that chemtrails may be laced with
virus or bacteria. The last question is the
most significant, as it deals with SOLUTIONS
rather than simply reiterating the problem.
We find that far more emphasis is placed
upon revealing the problem-which admit-
tedly is of urgent need, exposure being a
primary force in awakening of the masses.
However, once the problem is unveiled,
many times the unsuspecting public is left
shattered by realization, yet feeling power-
less as to the solution. This is the very thing
which leads to apathy.

The modern man, when faced with problems
he cannot find immediate answers to, goes
into a kind of inactive state, which may even
lead to denial. It is in this state of inertia, one
may grow to become apathetic.

Now, let us arm modern man with efficient
solutions to his problems. Of course, all along
we have suggested the use of Agnihotra
healing fire to assist beings in their transition
into Light. We have suggested as well, utiliz-
ing the resultant Ash from this fire, purely
because of its healing and transformative
properties. It is both energetic as well as
physical. It acts on the subtle body as well as
the body physical. Therefore, it is a pure
substance which can not only heal, but

protect the physical body from the dangers
of radioactivity, diseases resulting from
pollution, as well as from the normal ail-
ments which beings will notice themselves
being even more susceptible to than ever
before. The 'common cold' may eventually
be so potent as to cause severe reactions in
sensitive beings. Now, we would assert the
fact that this healing ash alone has the prop-
erties which are necessary for curing diseases
of all kinds. This coupled with practice of
Agnihotra healing fire will certainly fortify
beings of Light in facing the perils of future
shock.

Indeed, the situation on this planet will be
just that-shock. There will be fallout from all
sorts of disasters, but many will find solace in
safe havens created with care and love for all
humanity. Those, whose efforts now often go
unheralded and rarely appreciated, will be
the ones who will be providing sustenance
and peace for many in the times to come. We
shall see great events which set humanity
back on its heels, so to speak, wreaking
havoc in the governments of the world as
well as in the resources of the planet. And
such times will be back to back, with little
relief. Those who are preparing safe havens
now will be bringing forth great blessings to
this planet in times of crisis.

Therefore, take heart, those of you whose

From Orion Transmissions
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work appears to be unknown. There will be
times when many will come who realize the
only places left on this planet which will
strengthen and shelter them will be the sites
where ancient fires and healing energies are
preserved.

July 9, 2007
Yes, extreme causes for distress in the world
today. All human beings will be feeling
weaker and the ability to focus lessened in
the following months. It is due to atmo-
spheric shift, affecting every human on a
cellular level. However, those who are sur-
rounded with these healing fires and in an
atmosphere which resounds with healing
vibrations will fare much better. Therefore,
balance your lives. If you must be away from
these healing atmospheres, then create such
energy field around you when you are out-
side the 'bubble' so to speak. Indeed, the
bubble of harmony and Light will help enable
all of you to become stronger, even during a
time period which will test everyone's limits!

Take regularly this Agnihotra ash. When
outside this environment, take it more fre-
quently, as the energy field around you will
likely be compromised. When in the city, be
sure to perform these healing fires at the
precise time, as this will give an energy boost
to the entire system. Utilize the ancient
science of Mantra sound healing. Create your

own energy vortex wherever you are. Carry
the healing energies with you, but be sure to
reactivate them by being quite precise with
the timings and by making use of your time.
Do not run, run, run without energizing the
system. You must take care to energize
yourselves with every tool you have.

July 15, 2007
Yes, yes. We shall present interesting situa-
tions for our dear Earth inhabitants to pon-
der. At this point, the beings who have de-
scended upon this planet with the will and
yearning to preserve and save this planet
from destruction have all been placed in their
positions of Light. If indeed there are nega-
tive energies out there, as we know there are,
these energies cannot penetrate the shield
being placed around those Light beings who
are present in their hearts with all focus on
the Light. The darkness is getting weaker,
though it would not appear to be so. The
weakness is deadly. The dark forces know
their time is up. We who bring forth Light
energies to this planet foresee a glorious
future for planet Earth, based on the theory
of Light which deters darkness at every turn.
And this will be so.

Therefore, Light Workers, do not lose faith.
Take heart and continue to champion the
LIGHT and LOVE which shines through you.
Listen to the Inner Voice which will continue
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to guide you through any times of darkness,
personal or collective. Unify and unite.
Spread the message of LOVE through the
entire galaxy. Affirm it. Live it. Rejoice in it.
This will be the future of the planet. The
future of the planet is in your hands, collec-
tively.

Beware of the dangers of divisiveness, which
the ego champions. The 'them and us' atti-
tude shall not serve the higher good. One
must realize one is part of a whole and as
important as any spoke on the wheel. Be
strong in numbers and united in Light. We
salute you, Light Workers of the human race.
We join with you in championing the cause of
healthy, joyous humanity. OM TAT SAT.

Massive flash floods hit New South Wales,
Australia on Saturday, June 10th. Flooding
was especially severe all along the East coast
north and south of Sydney, including the
large city of Newcastle, during the early hours
while most people were sound asleep.

 The winds were so furious that they blew a
240 meter cargo ship into the shore where it
lodged on a sand bank, threatening to break
up and spill amounts of oil into the sea.
Businesses and homes were flooded, cars
floated away and where we are situated in
the countryside, whole valleys filled up with
water overnight. Many farm animals
drowned and many people had to be rescued
off their roofs, including our neighbors across
the road who are situated closer to the creek
that became a raging river.

When we awoke Saturday morning, I saw our
front paddock had joined the river that was
once a tiny creek. It had risen at least three

Miracles of Protection
at Om Shree Dham
Homa Farm Lee Ringma
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stories high overnight and extended from
our front paddock across the road to the
other side of the valley. Everyone was in
shock.

Our front gate and fence line at the road
were under water. All our buildings kept
dry, the cows had access to higher ground
and feed and they were safe.

A couple of seeming miracles took place with
our usually dry creek breaking through its
banks and flooding the fields where grain
had just been planted. We only lost about
an1/8 of the crop instead of most of it, as
the water was somehow diverted. Also
right where the hay for the cows was
stored, the water course flowed around
that, leaving it intact against all odds.
Then a pile of heavy timber planks for a
future cow shed stored in the front pad-
dock, which was right in the middle of the
flood waters, also against all odds floated
like a complete unit (despite it being a

stack of loose planks) lodged against a tree
where it stayed until the flood waters
receded.

The only thing we lost was the rubbish bin
which we found later lodged in a tree down
the road.

While others were in total power blackouts,
we had solar electricity and we could keep
refrigeration going and watch the news on
the TV and email until the phone discon-
nected as well. (Now we are connected to
independent satellite broadband to connect
to the Internet). Our wood stove kept us
warm and heated up water for hot showers.
When needed, we put on the generator for
extra power. We managed to have stored
sufficient food for at least six months as
advised by Shree Vasant and also repeatedly
referred to in the “Orion Messages”. We also
managed to store sufficient cow dung and
ghee for one year and 160.000 liters of water
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stored in tanks. So even if we were flooded in
for a longer period we would have been okay.
The next phase is to erect two windmill
generators to add to the solar system. The
flood was certainly an opportunity to put to
test the alternative energy, alternative water
supply and food supply.

When these floods hit the coastal areas north
and south of Sydney, I had a feeling there
would be another flood within the same
week. This is what happened. A few days
later another warning of flash flooding and
gale force winds was issued for the same
areas. We were not that affected the second
time but many were,  and one thousand
emergency calls went out.

Then exactly a week after the first flood there
was a cyclone warning, level 2, issued for
Sydney and the coast north and south of
Sydney, with wave warnings of over ten

meters. People were told to stay indoors,
away from windows etc. I was very worried
about our daughters Suwindi and Ana, who
are temporarily living in Sydney. It was to hit
Sydney early morning Saturday. Frits had a
feeling to do a Rudra after the 4 A.M. man-
tras that morning. As soon as he started the
Rudra the strong winds and rain subsided. In
the early morning news reports they said the
cyclone had suddenly turned and moved out
to sea, due to a current of air coming from
inland and pushing it off course.

We are so grateful for the protection Homa
provides and for the practical guidance of our
Teacher Shree Vasant to prepare for such
times.

All Love and Grace,
Lee and Frits Ringma
Homa Therapy Association Australia
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Agnihotra was first shown publicly in Poland
in 1981 by Vasant and Dr Ulrich Berk at a
symposium in Warsaw by Lech Stefanski.

Dr Berk made many visits to Poland to teach
Agnihotra in various parts of Poland. It
spread in a big way as a healing tool for the
family that removes tension on the mind. It
was also used for growing small gardens with
wonderful results.

After the Chernobyl nuclear accident in 1986,
scientists in some Eastern European coun-
tries became more curious and wondered
how this Agnihotra effect comes about.
During his several trips to Eastern Europe,
Vasant told the scientists that if they try to
look at Agnihotra merely from the point of
view of chemistry they might not be able to
make much progress. However, if they exam-
ine Agnihotra from the point of view of
Quantum Physics, they would find a gold
mine of knowledge in this ancient Vedic
science of healing the atmosphere.

After several experiments, one senior scien-
tist made the following remarks:
"The chemical reactions which take place when
Agnihotra pyramid fire, mentioned in Homa
Therapy, burns, are less important. Important
is the radiation. We know the chemical aspects
of fire. In the end we get H2O, CO2 and CO.
Then there is a visible light and infrared. This is

Agnihotra: A New Dimension

the classical view today about fire. If you look
into the more subtle structure of fire, you find
that electrons jump from one atom to another
(like a flash of lightning) and this causes some
emissions on a very subtle level which hardly
fits into modern Quantum Theory."

Vasant also told them, "If you test Agnihotra
with an oscilloscope you will notice a special
sound coming from the fire. It is a sound that
heals. Other things are there but key is the
sound. Fire produces sound but it also reacts to
sound. The act of singing special vibrations
while the Agnihotra copper pyramid fire burns,
creates a resonance effect which invigorates
the cells of plants, leading to better reproductive
cycles. Resonance plays a vital part in natural
phenomena. Here, we are talking about a
healing molecular spectrum beyond the whole
electromagnetic spectrum."

The following quotation from the book
"Secrets of the Soil" by Peter Tompkins and
Christopher Bird.
“Mr Modric, an expert in electromagnetic fields
and geopathogenic zones, remarked that the
Agnihotra ash could produce disinfectant,
anticoagulant and tissue-contracting effects on
living matter was well established. He believed
Vasant when he claimed the ash had pesticide
and fungicidal properties and that it might
ultimately solve the problem of mineral defi-
ciencies. Mr Modric explained he believed he

Fivefold Path Mission
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was dealing with a complex that could poten-
tially affect the whole environment, countering
the toxins of modern technology developed over
the last century by the industrial revolution and
that the process might have enormous implica-
tions for our very existence.

“He added that Agnihotra ceremonies per-
formed at various specifically spaced points on
Earth, if done exactly at sunrise and sunset,
could affect an energy associated within the
Earth, one such as described by Steiner and
Reich, the enhancement of which would have a
healing effect on the environment. He said, ‘We
believe we can establish the fact of an electro-
magnetic radiation during the ceremony, but
we are in an area of informational transfer
through intermolecular and interatomic pro-
cesses mediated by ultraviolet photons. It is
logical to conclude that some kind of energetic
mechanism is being activated which can be
translated into physical meaning linked to
concrete information systems in areas yet
unknown but connected to systems of reso-
nance.’"
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Lorena I. Soria
Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.
Problem: Lung abnormality

I have known Freddie Lawrence for around
six years through my husband Michael, who
has known him from many years ago. The
first time that I had a reiki therapy session
with Freddie was probably around five years
ago, because I had some abdominal pain.
After being with him for around thirty to
forty-five minutes, I felt very relaxed and my
pain went away in no later than two days.

My second visit was more serious. My doctor
found that in the x-ray that was taken two
weeks ago there was a questionable abnor-
mality in my lower right lung, and that it
needed more research. For that reason, two
days later I went for a CAT scan. The result
was that I needed a biopsy to find out exactly
what was wrong.

Because of this situation, I was very worried
about my health. I attended around six
sessions with Freddie, in which he practiced
the Sacred Agnihora Fire Healing on me, the
ceremony or ritual that includes mantras and
other things, that Freddie knows very well.
During these sessions and after, I felt an
incredible peace in my soul, amazing relax-
ation, like somebody was telling me that I
should not be worried about anything. All of

this happened before the biopsy.

My doctor called me Monday morning to give
me the good news that my right lung was
healed, and there is not anything wrong or
malignant on it.

I have been thanking God for this miracle,
Freddie for all his prayers and the Agnihotra
Fire Healing, my husband for taking me to
Freddie, and all people that prayed for my
health.

Mr. Raj Kumar Awasthi
Chakkushahri - Hasanganj
Unnao, Uttar Pradesh, India

Problem: Eczema

We have been doing Homa Therapy for the
last two years and since then we do not need
any more allopathic medicines. My health is
now very good and nobody can see that I am
already fifty years old. My mother is also very
healthy, in spite of her old age.

My uncle was suffering from severe skin
disease (eczema) for several years and all the
different kinds of treatments he used, could
not solve his problem. Only when he started
using the Agnihotra ash, his problem disap-
peared.

Healings with Homa Therapy
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Donna Scott (r) with husband Michael and
daughter Karlie. They are teaching Agnihotra in
California and other parts of the USA.

Donna Scott
Santa Clarita, California, USA

Problem: Asthma

My name is Donna Scott. I used to live in
Charlottesville, Virginia, USA. I was very sick.
I went to the top pulmonary specialists at the
University of Virginia. They showed me an X-
ray of my lungs. My lungs were completely
black except for a little spot the size of a
dime that was clear.

After that I started doing Agnihotra. Within
the first week I stopped taking all my medica-
tions for my asthma, my inhalators, my
steroids.

Then three months later, I went back to the
doctor. He took an X-ray of my lungs and
said, “I don’t know what you did, but your
lungs are completely clear and you don’t
need any of the medications anymore.” I told
him about Agnihotra and he said, “I don’t
understand it, but it worked.”

The uncle of Mr. Raj  Kumar  Awasthi is happy
to have been cured from his skin problem
thanks to Homa Therapy and Agnihotra.
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Homa Organic Farming injects nutrients into
the atmosphere to prevent disease and
attract natural predators of harmful insects.

Ancient science of Homa Therapy states that
more than 75% of nutrition to plants and soil
comes through the atmosphere. If you make
the atmosphere more nutritious and fragrant
by Homa a type of protective coating comes
on plants and diseases; fungi, pests, etc. do
not thrive. Plants’ capacity to breathe in-
creases and the toxic effect of choking to
death due to atmospheric toxins is elimi-
nated.

The basic tool in Homa Therapy is Agnihotra,
a small fire prepared in a copper pyramid
exactly to synchronize with arrival of the first
rays of sun at sunrise, for example. The first
rays have a purificatory effect on the whole
atmosphere. Following is a description of
sunrise given in ancient technologies.

"At sunrise the many fires, electricities, ethers
and more subtle energies emanating from
the sun extend all the way to the earth and
produce a flood effect at those coordinates
where the sun is said to rise. Is is awesome.
The flood enlivens and purifies everything in
its path, destroying what is impure in its
wake. This torrent of life-sustaining energies
causes all life to rejoice. At sunrise that music
can be heard. The morning Agnihotra Mantra

is the essence of that music. It is the quintes-
sential sound of that flood. At sunset the
flood recedes. "

We have enough documentation covering
hundreds of hectares where Homa effects on
farming, soil, plants, water are experienced.
Also Agnihotra ash medicines to cure human,
animal and plant diseases are well known.
Agnihotra as a tool in psychotherapy is well
established.

It is stated in ancient tradition that by giving
nutrition to soil through the atmosphere
several things could be achieved. We have
not tested these things but have seen the
overall effects. Following are some examples:

          --Due to pollution, cancer-producing
elements are found in the soil, water, air.
Agnihotra can reduce the effect of these
elements on the atmosphere.

--Due to pollution insects show a trend
towards mutation. It becomes terrible when
the mutation begins to multiply. Insects
attack crops and destroy them. They have
no predators. If you add to this drought,
floods and other disasters people will
starve. Agnihotra atmosphere is the only way
out.

Homa Organic Farming
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          -- Increase in parasitic bacteria due to
pollution robs the earth of its nutrients.
Agnihotra atmosphere preserves the nutri-
ents and replenishes them.

--Due to pollution insects begin cross-
mating and hybrids are created. Insects begin
to change their life cycles and develop immu-
nity to cold. This greatly increases
population growth among pests and we have
tremendous problems with crops and
diseases. Agnihotra reverses this trend and
puts nutrients back into soil.

--Composition of nutrients in soil
deteriorates and this has a great impact on
food supply. The chemical and molecular
structure of bacteria change and they be-
come more immune to conventional medical
methods. If we practice HOMA Therapy
farming things will improve.

--When radioactive particles and
poisonous gases are released from the
earth's core our only protection is HOMA
Therapy.

When we no longer find fault in others, then
we are cleansed ourselves of the greatest of
all faults. Then in accepting others where
they are, this does not mean we ”agree” with
them; we do not find fault with them. We are
most compassionate but we do not condemn
anyone; neither do we interfere with another
human being's karma. If someone is about to
injure himself or others then we have a
karmic duty to alert him to any danger, but
we never condemn anyone for any reason.
Almighty does not condemn.

When you practice Daan you need not worry.
What you give of yourself returns to you
again and again. There is no end to Grace.

Force will only negate what one is attempting
to do. Never force your will on another
human being. It is a severe mistake when
that is done. Then we carry the burden, the
Karma for that action

When one is told, for example, "Grace will
provide", one can choose to sit back and wait
for grace to operate without making much
effort. Then that is essentially expectation
and not surrender. Then one can always
blame the Almighty if his goal is not actual-
ized--that is if, in his mind, Grace has not
provided for him. Grace always will provide
but better you make honest efforts in the
direction of higher goals. Then automatically

From Vasant’s
Correspondence
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Grace is activated by that effort. That effort is
Love thy neighbor as thyself.

There is a strong connection between Cuzco,
Machu Picchu, Elqui Valley in Chile, Bhrugu
Aranya in Poland and Maheshwar in India.

Fivefold Path is not a path for Sunday wor-
shippers but a path for all days.  One can lead
a normal life with job and family and still
make the spiritual path his priority  This is
the purpose in life.  Service.  If one can pay
heed to one’s spiritual path and requisites
thereof in all times of life, the well of inner
strength will be like a reserve water tank in
times of drought.  It will be full enough to
supply not one but all who come.

You know the aim of spiritual development is
not to love the Guru more or even to physi-
cally care for the Guru more.  Look.  There
were those near Parama Sadguru Shree
Gajanan Maharaj, who cooked for Him,
cleaned for Him, carried Him from place to
place etc., and yet they were not so highly
developed from spiritual point of view.  There
was jealousy, self-importance, even arrogance
among His devotees in those days.  Then, on
the other side of the world, someone even
perhaps who has never met Him while He
was in the physical body was receiving high-
est blessings, benedictions for their travels to
spread His word.  So you see how it works.

There are no barriers.  There are no locked
doors.  Parama Sadguru is always near.
Always near.

All over the world problems exist between
people.  On spiritual path there may be more
problems, not less.  At least we know there
will not be less.  It is human nature.  So
knowing this, may you all aim high to be-
come always full of love.  Always full of love.
If you see a blemish in your character know
that We see this same blemish but We always
love you.  So you do the same with yourself
and all others.  This is the path of Light.  Seek
to improve yourself.  Be humble.

In this life, all are given choices.  In any
moment a choice can be made.  There are
those who, when faced with choices, are
unable, seemingly unable to decide.  Those
who cannot decide remain in a state of
limbo. In this inactive state, the soul suffers
greatly.

Refine those characteristics which are more
rough for the people.  Let the outward dis-
play of emotions reflect the inner Light.
Display only the positive, never the  negative.
Cultivate patience and tolerance of others.
We know who you are.  Others know what
they see.  To better enable these others to see
more clearly the Light, simply allow what is
inside to come out.
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1. Perform AGNIHOTRA for purification of
the atmosphere which leads to automatic
purification of mind.

2. Practice DAAN (sharing of assets in a spirit
of humility to reduce attachment to worldly
possessions).

3. Practice TAPA (becoming better managers
of our energy expenditure by training the
body and mind to react to all circumstances
in life with Total Love).

4. Perform KARMA (every action for self
purification only and thus no expectations
which bind us to the material world).

5. Practice SWADHYAYA (Self-study) for
liberation. Who am I? Why am I here? My
work on this planet is to learn to react with
total LOVE with each opportunity given to
me.

This is the Fivefold Path for happy living on
the planet. By practicing the Fivefold Path
you become better members of your society,
group, religion, community, etc.

FIVEFOLD PATH for Happy Living
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